From sample treatment to biomarker discovery: A tutorial for untargeted metabolomics based on GC-(EI)-Q-MS.
This tutorial provides a comprehensive description of the GC-MS-based untargeted metabolomics workflow including: ethical approval requirement, sample collection and storage, equipment maintenance and setup, sample treatment, monitoring of analytical variability, data pre-processing including deconvolution by free software such as AMDIS, data processing, statistical analysis and validation, detection of outliers and biological interpretation of the results. For each stage tricks will be suggested, pitfalls will be highlighted and advice will be provided on how to get the best from this methodology and technique. In addition, a step-by-step procedure and an example of our in-house library have been included in the supplementary material to lead the user through the concepts described herein. As a case study, an interesting example from one of our experiments at CEMBIO Research Centre is described, presenting an example of the use of this ready-to use protocol for identification of a metabolite that was not previously included in Fiehn commercial target library.